
July 25th, 2022 

 

A few more steps... on grandpa‘s trail... 

 

My plan for Monday, July 25, 2022, was to visit two small villages in Western Slovakia. Nedašovce, 

the birthplace of Grandpa Stefan Divis (1896-1975), and Oponice, birthplace of his father, 

Agustinus/Augustus (1856-1894) and the home of Austrian born Jacobus Divis (1813-1899), my Great 

Great Grandfather. With me was my son Matt and our friend Lydia Krpelanova, who would help us 

translate.  I had emailed the Mayor of Nedašovce regarding our visit, she had responded, but without 

time confirmation.  I remained hopeful that she might have clues for us. But upon our arrival, no Mayor.  

Her secretary called her and said she would be back in 30 minutes.  So, Lydia, Matt and I went in search 

of the house- Grandpa’s house. During my first visit to Nedašovce in 2015, a senior residence of the 

village remembered our family and directed me to their house.   It had since been torn down, so it was 

really a vacant lot we were searching for.  Walking a short distance from the mayor’s office and the 

“posta” adjacent to it, we came to a vacant lot.  Was this it?  No other vacant lots were visible, so likely 

this was it.  The owner had had 3 years in which to remove the debris and allow the grass to regrow 

since I had last seen it.  We walked on to the cemetery.  Great Uncle Josef Divis (1892-1960) was buried 

there, I had located him in 2015, so now had no trouble finding his gravestone.  The large stone still 

shown his name.  The headstone and area around his large marble marker looked neglected.  The 

Artificial flowers looked old and faded.  Lydia took a photo of Matt and I standing next to the large 

stone.   There really wasn’t more to see, having searched this cemetery thoroughly on previous visits.  

If there was another Divis buried here, they were well hidden, likely anonymous, as many markers were 

worn blank with time.     

In looking around, we noticed we were not alone.  A village woman was there, perhaps cleaning or 

weeding.   Lydia struck up a conversation with her, in Slovak of course, asking if she knew of any other 

Divis family graves.  Lydia s face said it all and the woman began to lead us to a row of graves further 

into the middle of the cemetery. She pointed to a row of headstones, some named, but not DIVIS, and 

two others that were nameless.  Time and weather had erased the names and dates.  She pointed to one 

of them and said, “I’m pretty sure this is Augustus Divis.”  (or so Lydia translated).  Ano!!  (Slovak for 

YES!   ((Word #8 of 10 in my extensive repertoire of Slovak words!  And about as many in French         )) 

I nodded in agreement and confirmation!!   Great Uncle Joseph and Grandpa Stefan had 2 brothers by 

the name of Augustus!   The first died in infancy in 1888:  the second, born in 1890, 2 yrs before Josef, 

died at age 59.    That would make this grave marker 11 years older than Josef’s, not likely enough time 

to erode the etchings of the name and dates.   More likely the grave was of their father, also named 

Augustus, 1856-1894, who died when Josef was 2, and Stefan was 8 yrs old.  I remembered reading on 

a document of grandpas that his father had died in his 30s of pneumonia. That would make this grave 

marker 128 years old.  Would that time span explain the missing inscriptions of date and name? On the 

other hand, 128 years ago would this farming family, experiencing an untimely loss of a young father, 

have been able to afford the big marble grave marker?   Always another question and no one to ask!   



Our new friend, Neperliva/Nesytena (cd 125= house number?) continued to tell us that Joseph’s wife 

Maria had baked cookies for her wedding years ago.  AND she shared that Josef repaired shoes.  That 

piece fit our puzzle perfectly!!    I had been told by another village resident in past visits that Josef 

repaired shoes.   What are the chances of meeting someone in the Slovak cemetery on the one day you 

are in this country, 3 years since the last visit, that knows your family!   Wow!   Only God! We didn’t 

have much time to stand there stunned- We needed to get back to the mayor’s office, in hopes of her 

returning. We were disappointed to be told that the mayor was now off on another emergency. I left a 

copy of my 2019 story, and a small bouquet of flowers with the secretary and accepted in return a plastic 

bag with a bottle of wine, an extra-large T-shirt with the village name on it, and a book about the village, 

village, in Slovak!  Our time would have been better spent asking the cemetery lady more questions, but 

we had another appointment to keep and needed to move on to Oponice.   
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